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RULE Gallery is pleased to present Red@RULE: Love &War, a group exhibition featuring work by 
Molly Bounds, Wilma Fiori, Linda Herritt, Margaret Neumann, Sandy Skoglund, Barbara 
Takenaga, and Scott Young. The show will open with a public reception on February 5, 2016, 
from 6-9pm, and will be on view February 5 to March 19, 2016. The show will be held at our 
Denver location, 3254 Walnut Street, Denver, CO 80205. Gallery hours are Tuesday – Friday 
12-6p, Saturday 12-5p. 
 
Red@RULE: Love & War revisits a similar exhibition put on by gallery founder Robin Rule in 
2009. While the previous incarnation explored themes solely of love, the reprise centers on 
passion, a primary component of both love and war. For many, this emotion is delicately 
balanced between pleasure and pain and is (re)directed by the give and take between the heart 
and the head. Art, at its best, has this passion deeply imbedded in its creation, as the artist’s 
inner struggles and devotions are plumbed for inspiration. The works in Red@RULE explore 
each artists' relations and reactions to passion in its many forms. 
 
Linda Herritt's creations stretch and contort texts in vigorous ways to express pain, passion, 
and desire. Molly Bounds' works combine the structural constraints of printmaking with bright 
reds to expose the conflict between authoritarian power and the dissemination of 
nonnormative, subjective experience. Sandy Skoglund's directorial tableau The Cold War depicts 
the desparate search for peace in a space filled with the red war of passion. Margaret 
Neumann's oil on canvas work Cherries positions red cherries, conventionally a symbol of 
sensuality, as the centerpiece of a canvas layered over with repressively dark paint. Barbara 
Takenaga's painting Red Field blends clouds of deep color with pulsating strings and dots of 
brightness that interweave creation and destruction almost to interchangeability.  Wilma Fiori's 
minimalist works are steeped in the pure red of passion, diving into the depths of its color and 
texture. 
 
RULE Gallery has exhibited contemporary abstract and conceptual works, including paintings, 
sculpture, photography, and works on paper, by both established and emerging national artists, 
since 1987. The gallery has locations in Denver, Colorado, and Marfa, Texas.  
 


